Rustic Beauty

Designed by nature, this stunning architectural wonder is
lovingly handcrafted branch by branch and twig by twig by
artisans who meticulously craft each apple tree branch
chandelier into a rustic work of decorative art. Each tree
branch is carefully chosen and trimmed to complement an existing
recycled chandelier frame. It is then adorned with the bespoke
bulb and tier design choices requested by the buyer.
The possibilities for customization are endless—-branches can be
painted to match your home decor and decorative accents ranging
from mini twinkling lights or hanging crystals and just about
any funky bulb or accent style you can conjure up in your
wildest decorating dreams.
This versatile lighting creation is equally at home adorning a
vaulted loft ceiling, a lake home’s low-key dining room, or a
dramatic winding staircase in a newly renovated brownstone.
Made to order, a custom branch chandelier is more reasonably
priced than one would imagine. You can own one of these
delightful handcrafted chandeliers for as little as the gentle
starting price of only $500.
Contact us to chat about designing a distinctive apple tree
branch chandelier especially for your home.
Apple Tree Branch Chandelier’s Distinguishing Features:
·

Each chandelier is made to order

·

Handmade of Canadian apply tree branches

·

Chandelier frames are constructed from recycled wood

·

Our unique $500 chandelier compares to similar
chandeliers starting at $1200.

Sample #2
Conversation Starter
What is it? It’s whatever your wicked and whimsical imagination
can conjure up. These beautiful ethereal and artful pendants
link to what Nature claims as its own. As a window curtain, the
translucent plastic pendants reflect and scatter rays of warm
sunlight; beautifully illuminating your interior walls.
Or, use this clever conversation starter to decorate a vacant
wall with a curtain of floating candles planted firmly in sand
for a seductive setting abundant with mystery and pure magic.
For a greener esthetic experience harness the powers of sun and
air by filling the translucent hanging globes with air plants
bursting with gorgeous blooms of vivid color.
Special Features
•
•
•
•

Create your own bespoke floating art
Can be used as a light over a bar or table
Pendants are all removable and can be customized
Prices begin at $50

